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Abstract

may also prematurely return to 
their farms to save livelihoods 

studies and media reports show 
the importance of understanding 
the cultural beliefs of residents 
when developing emergency 

livestock emergency preparedness, 

the underlying risk and control 
paradigms, including the meaning 

Concurrently, livestock emergency 
preparedness approaches fall 

selected studies that consider 
these aspects, a people-centred 

to improve local learning and 

disaster events becoming more 

useful to strengthen emergency 
management and preparedness 

Cultural factors in 
livestock emergency 
management 

Introduction

et al.
and residents are reluctant to leave and keen to return. 

An understanding of why people are reluctant to evacuate 

 ·

 ·

Methodology

approach was adopted for this study. Contrary to a 
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 ·
 ·
 · mistrust of outsiders
 · compromised resilience
 · false sense of safety or perceived immunity. 

showed that livestock emergency programs and frameworks 
were focused on livestock rather than the people who owned 

ways to address culture in livestock emergency management 

emergency preparedness and response.

Background

smallholder farms in developing countries. The focus remains 

Cultural contexts

and protect themselves from hazardous environments. They 

and give meaning to their lives and circumstances. These survival 

et al.
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rituals from older faiths are common. According to Cashman 

approaches to understand how to address psychological and 

Farmer versus expert perceptions of 
livelihood and risk 

people outside the village and their understanding of the event 

et al.

Story elements or stages in shaping a myth 

 ·

 ·

 ·
event.

 ·

hazard

 ·

 ·

 ·

 ·

 ·

and higher power elements in the tale structure gradually overtake 
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Meaning of livestock

represent stored wealth interwoven with social structures and 

Livestock role Livestock replaceability 

 
All livestock systems

traits and other unique animals with a 

Community livestock systems

to dealing with uncertainty.
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et 
al.

Emergency response

Connections and communications

Building trust and agency

the informal community networks with formal government 

conducted response trainings and improved shelter and 

there was no appropriate shelter for people and animals and if 

Village level emergency planning

Government

Scientists

Feedback  

and public 

consultation

Correct, safe 
behaviour

Not following 
orders,  

taking risks

Local knowledge  

and rumours

Offical 
communication

Diverse Local 
communities

c

Lo

Can reinforce, 

lack of can 

undermine

Can reinforce  

or undermine

Trust

Distrust
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approach for including livestock in emergency plans. 

Social capital and livelihood resilience  
(pre- and post-eruption)

priority in emergency management strategies from hazard 

Livestock emergency preparedness

start to get involved in animal emergency preparedness. The 

Does not explode 

suddenly 

Traditional signals

Government 

instructions alert level

Continue observations

Inform community

Evacuate

Government 

announcement and 

media

Prepare for evacuation

Explodes suddenly 

Inform other villagers 

and discuss

Prepare and evacuate 

vulnerable

Siren

Run
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emergency preparedness

 
recovery

Respect

these.

Maintain trust

 Focus on livelihoods and social capital 

leadership

 

Acknowledge diversity in community Ensure all groups included in emergency 
support

disaster crisis. 

and care for livestock and improve livelihood resilience and 

et al.

successful. 

Framework for addressing cultural 
factors 
These case studies on emergency preparedness in volcanic 
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imposed emergency preparedness approaches. They point to 

oriented approach that seeks to understand the underlying 

et al.

et al.
Local leaders and cultural interpreters play a pivotal role in 

Conclusions and recommendations
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 New agreement 

www.
.

Animal welfare impact following the 

.

A study on the use of cyclone 

Lessons 

 

An indicator framework 
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